www.minimeusa.com
REGIONAL TERRITORIAL DISTRIBUTION OPPORTUNITY
MINIME is an excellent opportunity for you to own your own business in an unique
gift industry with high upside potentials.
To support our current growth plans, we seek qualified corporate/individuals with passion,
energy, and drive, who are capable of using our systems and support to develop their
own successful business.
We work with entrepreneurs to build a strong and successful businesses. Our
experiences and leading edge systems provide each distributors with the direction that
help them achieve their goals for their business.
Territorial distributions are available in selected areas. Nothing in this document is
intended nor shall it be constructed as an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to
buy, the right of MINIME. An offer or solicitation can only be made after applicable
disclosure documents have been provided to a candidate.
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Why become a territory agents?
A study by The Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences showed
that 91% of successful business have one common thing written in their agreement:
territorial distribution.
To create a better business opportunity and prevent internal competition, minime® provides
territories for business operations. minime® is an excellent opportunity for you to own your
own business in an unique gift industry with a high upside potentials. To support our current
growth plans, we seek qualified corporate/individuals with passion, energy, and drive, whom
are capable of using our systems and support to develop their own successful business. We
work with entrepreneurs to build a strong and successful businesses. Our experiences and
leading edge systems will provide each distributors with the direction which helps them
achieve their goals for their business.

Why minime®?
You will enjoy these benefits:
- take an additional 30% off from lowest wholesale prices
- A complete start up program
- use of trademarks and logos
- ongoing personalized corporate support
- guidelines for pricing your products
- an ongoing advertising campaign materials
- local marketing and promotional materials
- continuing research and development
- ongoing support from minime®
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What's the benefit to be part of the minime® ?
When you become our territorial agent, you can manage your business as part of the
minime®. You will not be alone. You will receive initial training, information and assistance
from us.

Why we love minime®?
minime® is a creative and unique products that offer personalized realistic 3D face plush
toys. It's a brand new concept in this market. It can be a special gift for any events such as
birthday, wedding, valentine's day, graduation, Thanksgivings, Christmas and many more
etc.
Imagine your entire family and love ones to be on your Christmas tree ornaments. The
smaller size plush toys can also be on key chains or cell phone charms. Our lovers toys set
are perfect for weddings and anniversaries.

How easy it is to open minime® kiosks/carts?
Step 1: Register your company name "minime (your city)" Example: minime miami
Step 2: Email your kiosk/cart design to our design team for free customized design.
Step 3: Take the designs to get approval from your mall management.
Step 4: Your display panels & set ups will be shipped within 24~48 hours after approval.
Step 5: Enjoy your minime® store.

Display panels for most kiosks/carts will cost as little as $500 based on our experiences.
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